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Simulation Training Data 
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Abstract. Training with tank driving simulator is an important method to improve equipment 
operation skills. In view of the deficiency that it is difficult to find knowledge and rules from 
complex training data by statistical analysis method in the past driving simulation training, this 
paper proposes CSAGA-LSSVM algorithm to analyze tank driving simulation training data. 
Selecting key points to quickly generate shapelets, reducing the number of candidate shapelets; 
combining shapelets according to distance and time interval to enhance the ability of feature 
identification; designing adaptive genetic algorithm to dynamically adjust the probability of 
crossover and mutation to find the optimal parameter solution of least squares support vector 
machine. The algorithm is applied to the classification mining of shift operation data from a 
certain tank driving simulator to extract the operation characteristics of personnel. 

1. Introduction 
Tank driving simulation training is an important way for armored forces to master driving skills and 
realize the organic combination of personnel and equipment. It is of great significance to improve the 
rapid mobility ability of armored units in battlefield and maintain high-efficiency combat 
capability[1,2]. After tank driving simulation training, a large amount of data will be generated, 
including training operation data, trainees data, training subject data, training result data, etc. These 
data have the characteristics of large scale, high dimension and non-linearity, and there are various 
complex relationships among them[3]. In the traditional analysis of tank driving simulation training 
results, it is mainly human based statistical analysis[4,5]. It is easy to be affected by the professional 
knowledge and personal preference of the analysts, so the influencing factors of training are not fully 
considered. It is unable to accurately guide trainees to train tank driving operation skills and find 
valuable training rules from these complex data. In order to solve this problem, classification mining is 
introduced into the analysis of tank driving simulation training data in order to obtain training 
guidance rules. 

Bayesian network[6] is an important classification mining method. The directed graph model is 
used to describe and calculate the probability dependence relationship between variables. The 
posterior probability is updated by prior knowledge, and finally the classification is solved. However, 
the learning process of network structure and parameters is complex, and experts often need to 
determine the initial value. In addition, in many cases, the prior probability of tank driving simulation 
training data can not be determined in advance.  There is a certain coupling between attributes, which 
does not meet the premise of Bayesian network. Decision tree classification has the advantages of 
simple principle, strong noise resistance, few parameter settings, and easy to understand[7]. It is 
mainly applicable to the classification of small sample data sets. When faced with massive 
high-dimensional and nonlinear data samples, it is easy to generate a large number of invalid internal 
nodes and branch structures for classification, which leads to low efficiency of decision tree 
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construction and too complex form of tree. It is difficult to find the classification knowledge hidden 
among multiple related attributes. Deep learning is an important research direction of data 
classification mining in recent years, which has been widely used in the fields of image recognition 
and natural language understanding. Through the combination of multi-layer nonlinear modules, it 
realizes the representation of complex mapping relationship[8]. Least squares support vector 
machine[9,10](LSSVM) processes high-dimensional and nonlinear data by kernel function and feature 
space, realizes the mapping from sample space to feature space, transforms quadratic programming 
into linear equation solution. However, the training data of tank driving simulation has the 
characteristics of time sequence, which can not be directly input into LSSVM for classification. Based 
on the characteristics of LSSVM, shapelets are introduced and combined to extract the features of 
original data. Adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) is designed to realize the optimal selection of super 
parameters. It is applied to analyze the operation data of tank driving simulation training. 

2. CSAGA-LSSVM Classification Mining Algorithm 
Time series and its subsequences: 1 2{ , ,..., ,..., }i nTS vt vt vt vt=  is a real value time series, in which ivt  
is the time series point, n  is the time series length, can also be recorded as | |TS . Mostly the 
adjacent time series points are equidistant. Time sequence monotonically increases and is also 
abbreviated as 1 2{ , ,..., ,..., }i nTS v v v v= . The subsequence , 1 1{ , ,..., }j l j j j lTS vt vt vt+ + −=  of time series 
TS  is a continuous sequence whose starting position is j  and length is l .  

Shapelets: the feature representation of time series which can determine the class label of the 
sequence to the greatest extent, is also the most recognizable and interpretable local temporal pattern. 
Shapelets= 1 2{ , ,..., }ks s s is a subsequence of the time series 1 2{ , ,..., ,..., }i nTS v v v v= . 

2.1. Fast Acquisition of Shapelets Based on Key points 
The key points should be generated from the interior of time series points, expressing the main 
characteristics and change trend of time series. Based on this, the key points include the starting point, 
the end point, the step point and the extreme point . 

The starting point and ending point are located at both ends of the time series, which clearly 
indicate the start time and end time of the whole time series. In the tank driving simulation training, it 
can reflect the time taken to complete a certain action. Step point refers to that the slope of a certain 
point and its adjacent two points have a large difference. The corresponding intermediate operation 
conversion time can be regarded as the step point. 

step step
1 1( ) / ( )i i i iv v v v ρ+ −− − ≥                               (1) 

Extremum points include local maximum point and minimum point, which satisfy the following 
conditions respectively 

lmax lmax,i k i i k iv v v v− +≤   ≤  or   lmin lmin,i i k i i kv v v v− +≤   ≤                   (2) 

Where k  is the size of the neighborhood near the extreme point. 

2.2. Feature Generation of Combined Shapelets 
Through the tank driving simulator, we can organize various speed driving exercises. They have a 
clear sequence and corresponding time interval during the operation of the throttle, clutch, brake and 
other components. How to accurately identify the driving actions of trainees and distinguish different 
training levels is a multi-dimensional time series classification problem. According to the single 
shapelets obtained in the previous section, it is difficult to achieve accurate identification effect 
because it is easy to ignore the operation time and logical combination between different sequences. 
Therefore, it is proposed to combine multiple shapelets and add the time interval between different 
shapelets as the basis of classification to enhance the identification ability of combined shapelets. Also 
retain the optimal combination shapelets through information gain evaluation, so as to improve the 
accuracy of classification. 
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The Euclidean distance between corresponding time series points is used to measure the difference 
between  1TS  and 2TS , as shown in Equation (3). 

2
2

1
1 1 2[ ( ) ], ) ( )(

n

i
dis TS TS TS T iSi

=

−= ∑
                         

(3) 

For the distance between shapelets subsequence s and iTS , due to the inconsistency of their time 
lengths, a sliding window method is used to generate ( 1)n s− +  series ,| |i sTS with the same length as 
subsequence s. The distances between these equal length sequences and s are calculated according to 
Equation (4), then the minimum distance is taken as the measurement between subsequence s and 1TS  
combining with dynamic bending distance comparison principle. 

,| |( , ) min( ( , ))i i sshpdis s TS dis s TS=                          (4) 

the number of class labels is C. If a certain class ic  has in  time series in DTS , then the entropy 
of time series data set is expressed as follows: 

2
1

( )
C

i i

i

n nE DTS
m m=

= − ㏒∑
                             

(5) 

After obtaining the shapelets of each time series in the previous section, the shapelets are combined 
in pairs. s1 and s2 are randomly selected to perform the merging operation, namely s1 ∧ s2. According 
to equation (5), calculate the distance between s1,s2 and each time series in DTS . For the s1 ∧ s2 
contains the characteristics of s1 and s2, the distance 1 2( , )icomshpdis s s TS∧  between s1 ∧ s2 and 

iTS  should be considered combination with the distance between s1,s2 and iTS . 

1 2 1 2( , ) max( ( , ), ( , ))i i icomshpdis s s TS shpdis s TS shpdis s TS∧ =         (6) 

Compare the difference between SItime  and time interval threshold θ , then the time series data 
set leftDTS , rightDTS are divided. Furthermore, the information gain 1 2( , )I s s θ∧  is calculated by 
equation (6) and (10), then the subsequence with the largest information gain is selected as the final 
shapelets by recursive solution. 

1 2
1 2

1 2

| | | |
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )

| | | |
left left

left left left
left left

DTS DTS
I s s E DTS E DTS E DTS

DTS DTS
θ∧ = − −

     
(7) 

2.3. LSSVM Super Parameter Optimization Based on Adaptive Genetic Algorithm 
LSVM is used for classification. The value of kernel parameter σ and penalty factor C have important 
influence on the performance of classification algorithm. Therefore, adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) 
is used to improve crossover and mutation operations to ensure population diversity and avoid falling 
into local optimum at the early stage of evolution.  

Two parents were randomly selected by single point crossover operator, and the gene position of 
each pair of individuals was set for crossover operation, With the increase of evolutionary algebra, the 
crossover probability is automatically adjusted according to equation (8). 

exp( 0.5 )
cp

psize len
τ−

=
⋅                                      

(8) 

Mutation operation promotes the generation of new individuals to improve the local search ability 
of the algorithm. according to the change of individual fitness, the mutation probability is dynamically 
adjusted, and the individual with smaller fitness is given a larger mutation probability to promote the 
individual to evolve to a better solution.  
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2.4. AGA-LSSVM Classification Based on Combined Shapelets 
n

kx R∈  is the input attribute data transformed by shapelets, ky R∈ is the corresponding class label, 
LSSVM transforms the classification problem into an optimization problem with constraints in 
equation (10). 

T 2

1

1 1
( , )

2 2min 
N

k
k

C eφ
=

= + ∑ω ω ωe , T. . [ ( ) ] 1k k ks t y b e  + = −ω xϕ           (10) 

Where ω  is the weight matrix, b is the bias variable, ke  is the training error, C  is the penalty 
factor. 

The optimization problem of equation (10) is obtained by Lagrange functional: 

T

=1

( , , , ) ( , ) ( )( [ ] 1k

N

k k k
k

L b a b eyφ= − + − +∑ω )ω e a e ω xϕ
                 

(11) 

According to equation (11), the classification function for any input sample x  is as follows: 

=1

( , )
N

j j j
j

y y k bα
∧

= +∑ x x
                       

(12) 

Through the above description of the four stages of CSAGA-LSSVM algorithm, the specific 
process is given below, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Generate key point
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No
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Figure 1. Flow chart of CSAGA-LSSVM algorithm 
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3. Operation Data Analysis of Tank Driving Simulation Training Based on CSAGA-LSSVM 

3.1. Data Sources 
In order to facilitate the analysis of tank driving simulation training results, through the displacement 
sensor and photoelectric sensor installed on a certain tank driving simulator, the operation data of the 
trainees are recorded in real time. The frame rate of the simulator system is 25FPS, and the data is 
collected once every frame running, that is, 25 groups of data are collected per second. During tank 
driving simulation training, in addition to the above operation data, there are also data generated by 
tank driving simulator system operation, including training subjects, engine speed, speed, position and 
other data . 

In the experiment of tank driving simulation training, 120 trainees (including 30 second-class tank 
drivers, 30 third-class tank drivers, 30 junior tank drivers and 30 non-level personnel) were selected to 
carry out shift operation training in a certain type of tank driving simulation classroom. Each trainee 
carried out three shift operations, and collected driver's operation through sensors and simulation 
training system. The operation data of tank driving simulator is shown in Table. 1. 

 
Table 1. Operation data of tank driving simulator 

Number Simulator parts Sensor type Value range Output 
1 gear shift Displacement {-1,0,1,2,3,4,5} Switching value 
2 refueling Displacement [0,100] Analog quantity 
3 brake pedal Displacement [0,100] Analog quantity 
4 clutch pedal Displacement [0,100] Analog quantity 
5 control lever Displacement [0,100] Analog quantity 

3.2. Obtaining the Optimal Classification Solution 
80% of the data is randomly selected as the training sample set, and the remaining 20% of the data is 
used as the test sample set to input the classification model. Firstly, the multi-dimensional time series 
data of shifting operation are represented by shapelets feature extraction method, and all the optimal 
combination shapelets are solved. Then, the distances between the unitary time series data such as 
accelerator pedal displacement, clutch pedal displacement, brake pedal displacement and gear position 
are calculated in turn, so as to realize shapelets transformation of original shift operation data. Then 
the adaptive genetic algorithm is used to obtain the optimal super parameters of 
LSSVM 60.5C = ,σ 0.23= . Based on the optimized classification model, the classification results of 
the shift operation data are obtained. For example, the classification result of the accelerator pedal 
displacement time series of a training sample is yacr, the classification result of clutch pedal 
displacement time series is yclu, and the classification result of brake pedal displacement time series is 
ybrk, The result of classification is ygear, and the mode of statistical classification results is used as the 
class label y of the sample. Results are shown in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Result data 

Class label number Class tag value Corresponding to the optimal shapelets value 

1 qualified 

Shapeletsacr={00,01,00},{00,01}  
Shapeletsclu={000,010,011,110,111},{111,100,011,010,
000}  
Shapeletsgear={1,2} 

0 unqualified 
Shapeletsbrk={00,01,11} 
Shapeletsacr={00} 
Shapeletsgear={1} 

0 unqualified 
Shapeletsacr={00,01,00},{00,01} 
Shapeletsclu={000} 
Shapeletsgear={1} 
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3.3. Result Analysis 
(1) Shapelets corresponding to qualified operation results of first gear to second gear: accelerator pedal 
time series data shapeletsacr [1] ∧ shapeletsacr [2] = {00, 01, 00} ∧ {00, 01}, clutch pedal 
displacement time series data shapeletsclu [1] ∧ shapeletsclu [2] ={000, 010, 011, 110, 111}∧{111, 
100, 011, 010, 000}, gear time series data shapeletsgear = {1, 2}, It means that the accelerator pedal 
should be steadily pressed to the appropriate position before shifting, and then released. At the same 
time, the clutch pedal should be stepped from the initial position to the maximum position, and the 
gear lever should be pushed from the first gear to the second gear quickly. After shifting, the clutch 
pedal should be released to achieve fast front and stable rear, and the accelerator should be stepped 
down evenly. 

(2) Shapelets corresponding to disqualification of first gear to second gear operation result: 
shapeletsbrk = {00, 01, 11}, accelerator pedal time series data shapeletsacr = {00}, gear timing data 
shapeletsgear = {1}, which means that the brake pedal was pressed in the process of shifting from first 
gear to second gear, but the accelerator pedal was not stepped on to rush, and the vehicle gear value 
did not change. The data of accelerator pedal time series data shapeletsacr [1] ∧ shapeletsacr [2] = {00, 
01, 00} ∧ {00, 01}, clutch pedal displacement time series data shapeletsclu = {000}, gear time series 
data shapeletsgear = {1}, which means that the clutch pedal is not pressed in the process of first gear to 
second gear and the shift operation is unqualified. 

According to the shapelets combination, the corresponding standard operation mode can be 
established, which can be used as the evaluation level of the operation skill level of shift from first 
gear to second gear, to accurately analyze the driving action of the trainees.  

4. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a classification mining algorithm based on CSAGA-LSSVM which is applied to 
analyze the tank driving simulation training data. 
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